We investigate the expressive power of the typed -calculus when expressing computations over nite structures, i.e., databases. We show that the simply typed -calculus can express various database query languages such as the relational algebra, xpoint logic, and the complex object algebra. In our embeddings, inputs and outputs are -terms encoding databases, and a program expressing a query is a -term which types when applied to an input and reduces to an output. Our embeddings have the additional property that PTIME computable queries are expressible by programs that, when applied to an input, reduce to an output in a PTIME sequence of reduction steps. Under our database input-output conventions, all elementary queries are expressible in the typed -calculus and the PTIME queries are expressible in the order-5 (order-4) fragment of the typed -calculus (with equality).
Introduction
TLC Motivation and Background: The simply typed -calculus of Church 12 ] (typedcalculus or TLC for short) with its syntax and operational semantics is an essential part of any functional programming language. For example, TLC is a core subset of all state-of-the-art functional languages such as ML, Haskell, Miranda, etc. TLC together with let-polymorphism 22, 38] is often informally referred to as core-ML. In this paper, we investigate the expressive power of TLC from the point of view of expressing computations over nite structures. In other words, we study the ability of TLC to express database queries.
Our interest in database computations is in marked contrast to the classical approach to TLC expressibility, which considers computations over Church numerals (see, e.g., 4, 16, 42] ). There are several results characterizing the expressive power of TLC over Church numerals, but the picture is somewhat complex. If inputs and outputs are Church numerals typed as Int (where Int ( ! ) ! ! for some xed ), Schwichtenberg 42] and Statman showed that the expressible multi-argument functions of type (Int; : : :; Int) ! Int (or equivalently, Int ! ! Int ! Int) are exactly the extended polynomials, i.e., the functions generated by 0 and 1 using the operations addition, multiplication and conditional. If inputs and outputs are Church numerals given more complex types than Int, exponentiation and predecessor can also be expressed. However, Statman (as quoted in 16]) showed that equality, ordering, and subtraction are not expressible in TLC for any typing of Church numerals.
These classical expressibility results have cast a negative and slightly confusing light on the possible encodings of computations in TLC. Simple types have been criticized for limiting exibility in programs, but they have also been criticized for limiting expressibility. These criticisms have provided some motivation for examining more powerful typed calculi, such as the Girard-Reynolds second-order -calculus 17, 41] (adding polymorphism via type quanti cation) or Milner's ML 22, 38] (adding monomorphic xpoints and let-polymorphism). We believe that the criticism of TLC in exibility is justi ed, although hard to quantify. The criticism of TLC expressibility is unjusti ed, and a theme of this paper is to quantify how rich a framework TLC is for expressing computations, provided that the right setting is chosen.
In fact, it is well known that provably hard decision problems can be embedded into TLC. This follows from a theorem of Statman that deciding equivalence of normal forms of two well-typed -terms is not elementary recursive 43] . The proof in 43] uses a result of Meyer concerning the complexity of decision problems in higher-order type theory 37]. A simple proof of both these results appears in 35] . However, there are a number of di culties when one tries to turn these proofs into frameworks for computations. They do not separate the xed program (representing a function) from the variable data (representing the input). They use computational overkill for lower complexity classes. Speci cally, the Powerset construction, crucial to all of the proofs, adds exponential factors to the computation. For example, a simulation of quadratic time is forced to take at least an exponential number of reduction steps in these constructions.
One way of avoiding the anomalies associated with representations over Church numerals was recently demonstrated by Leivant and Marion 33] for an \impure" version of TLC. By augmenting the simply typed -calculus with a pairing operator and a \bottom tier" consisting of the free algebra of words over f0;1g with associated constructor, destructor, and discriminator functions, they obtain a simple characterization of the computational complexity class PTIME.
In this paper we re-examine the question of representing functions in the \pure" TLC, as opposed to \impure" versions. However, we use encodings of nite models or nite rst-order relational structures (databases for short) instead of Church numerals. Thus, we are changing the problem from encoding numerical functions to encoding generic set functions, i.e., database queries. For our input and output databases we use standard techniques of encoding lists and tuples in the typed -calculus. Queries are then encoded as well-typed -terms that apply to encodings of input relations and reduce to an encoding of the output relation. For notational convenience, we use TLC = , the typed -calculus with atomic constants and an equality on them, and the associated -reduction of 4, 12] . This is not essential for our analysis. In Section 2.4, we show how to encode atomic constants and equality in TLC. Our change of data representation, i.e., the framework of nite model theory instead of arithmetic on Church numerals, has some interesting consequences, because it takes us into the realm of database query languages. DB Motivation and Background: Database query languages have been motivated by Codd's work on relational databases 14] and have been studied in the context of nite model theory, e.g., 9, 10, 11, 15, 27, 46, 48] . Database queries, i.e., the functions from nite models to nite models expressed in various languages, have been classi ed based on their complexity. The most commonly used measure is the one of data complexity of 10, 48] , where the program expressing a query is xed and the input data is variable. For example, the PTIME queries are those with data complexity that is polynomial in the size of the input.
Relational algebra 14] , Datalog 3, 10, 11, 20, 32] express practically interesting sets of database queries, all subsets of the PTIME queries. In addition, as shown in 27, 48] , every PTIME query can be expressed using xpoint queries on ordered structures; and, as shown in 3], it su ces to use Datalog : syntax under a variety of semantics (e.g., in ationary) to express the various xpoint logics.
Complex object databases have been proposed as a signi cant extension of relational databases, with many practical applications; see 2] for a recent survey. Well-known languages in this area are the complex object algebras with or without Powerset of 1]. For the analysis of expressibility of the complex object algebra with Powerset we refer to 26, 31] and without Powerset to 39] . Note that, although Powerset in 1] is powerful (as are the second order queries in 10, 15, 46] ), it is an impractical primitive, and much attention has been given to algebras without Powerset for PTIME queries.
An elegant way of manipulating complex object databases, related to our paper, is based on functional programming. There has been some practical work in database query languages in this area, e.g., the early FQL language of 8] and the more recent work on structural recursion as a query language 6, 7, 28] . One important di erence of the framework developed here from 6, 7, 28] is that we use the \pure" TLC without any added recursion operators (the equality predicate and atomic constants used in our presentation are not essential for our results).
Contributions: The topic of this paper is how to embed database query languages in the typed -calculus with (and without) atomic constants and an equality predicate on these constants. We consider three requirements:
1. inputs and outputs are -terms encoding nite sets of tuples for relational databases, or more arbitrary combinations of nite sets and tuples for complex object databases, 2. programs are -terms which type when applied to an input, reduce to an output, and express input-output functions that are database queries of interest, 3. there is a reduction strategy for the application of the program to the input, such that the output normal form is produced e ciently by the reductions (i.e., in time polynomial in the size of the input) when the functions expressed are PTIME queries. Requirements (1{2) above give us embeddings, in the sense of expressing queries of interest. The additional requirement (3) is important if one wishes to consider the typed -calculus as a functional database query language operating by reduction. We call embeddings that satisfy (1{3) PTIME-embeddings. It is implicit in the literature 35, 37, 43] that, under our input-output conventions but without considering an e cient reduction strategy, all elementary functions are expressible (where this class of functions includes PTIME, NP, PSPACE, EXPTIME, k-EXPTIME, etc. 40]). For all practical purposes, ELEMENTARY is a powerful complexity class with a somewhat misleading name; to quote from 40]: \the optimism in this term may seem a little overstated; the term was introduced in the context of undecidability." Thus, our nite model input-output conventions illustrate the nontrivial power of TLC.
Our new contribution here is that we provide PTIME-embeddings of various practical query languages. The main result of this paper is: It is possible to PTIME-embed in the typed -calculus with equality the following database query languages: the relational algebra, in ationary Datalog with negation, and the complex object algebra. For all these languages we can adapt the framework to eliminate atomic constants and equality (see Section 2.4).
In all the PTIME-embeddings of this paper, the reduction strategies are described as part of the proofs and are simple (in fact, we use \eager" reduction in all but a few cases). They are easily implementable in PTIME on any Turing Machine implementation of TLC.
We also study syntactically restricted fragments of the full TLC de ned using the standard notion of functionality order (cf. Section 2.1). Using the characterization of PTIME by 27, 48] and a slightly modi ed encoding of databases, we prove: It is possible to embed all PTIME queries in order 4 TLC = . Here we must keep equality as part of the setting, i.e., its removal would raise the order. Without equality, it is possible to embed all PTIME queries in order 5 TLC. However, these embeddings are not PTIME-embeddings in the sense above, because they do not come with PTIME reduction strategies. Turning them into PTIME-embeddings requires a change in the computational engine, i.e., the TLC reduction mechanism (this is carried out in 23, 24] ).
The deus ex machina of this paper is list iteration|primitive recursion on lists. While certainly less powerful than unbounded recursion, it does what we need. The list iteration technology developed in our proofs, e.g., duplicate elimination in relational algebra or implementing iteration in Datalog is interesting. Also, the \type-laundering" constructions are somewhat involved. letpolymorphism would have greatly simpli ed them, but would have taken us outside TLC.
From a programmer's point of view, we illustrate how simply typed LISP 36] can accomplish a great deal with lambda, even without using recursion on names or xpoint combinators! From a database query language perspective, our PTIME-embeddings indicate that the typedcalculus, with its syntax, semantics and reduction strategies, can be viewed as a unifying functional framework that is between the declarative calculi and the procedural algebras. After all it is called a calculus, but reductions are procedural.
Organization of the paper: In Section 2, we set out our framework. Section 2.1 presents the necessary background on the \pure" TLC and on an \impure" variant with equality, TLC = . Section 2.2 outlines the basics of list iteration. Section 2.3 describes our input-output conventions with atomic constants and equality in detail, and Section 2.4 discusses how to encode atomic constants and equality in the \pure" TLC.
In Section 3, we PTIME-embed relational algebra (and by 14], relational calculus) into TLC = by encoding the relational algebra operators. The encodings are mostly straightforward, but some care is needed to eliminate duplicate tuples from the output.
In Section 4, we PTIME-embed Datalog : into TLC = by encoding xpoint queries. We rst iterate relational algebra expressions without satisfying all typing requirements in Section 4.1. The typing requirements are taken care of in Section 4.2, using a technique one can describe as \type-laundering." To illustrate the embedding, Section 4.3 contains the representation of the transitive closure query as a detailed example.
In Section 5, we PTIME-embed the complex object algebra (and by 1], the complex object calculus) into TLC = . We rst present a concise de nition of this algebra from 2] (Section 5.1). There are two tasks. The rst is to PTIME-embed the algebra without Powerset; this is accomplished in Section 5.2. The second is to embed the Powerset operator; this is accomplished in Section 5.3 using additional \type-laundering" technology.
In Section 6, we modify our earlier embeddings to minimize the functionality order. This leads to an embedding of QPTIME (the class of all PTIME queries) in order 4 TLC = and order 5 TLC.
We conclude with some open problems in Section 7.
2 The Typed -Calculus with Equality (TLC = ) We call a -term E well-typed (or equivalently a term of TLC) and a type of E, if ?`E: is derivable by the above rules, for some ? and .
The operational semantics of TLC are de ned using reduction. For well-typed -terms E;E 0 , we write E > E 0 ( -reduction) when E 0 can be derived from E by renaming of a -bound variable, for example x: y: y > x: z: z. We write E > E 0 ( -reduction) when E 0 can be derived from E by replacing a subterm in E of the form ( x: F) G (called a redex) by F x: = G] (F with G substituted for all free occurrences of x in F). In the following, we identify -convertible terms and assume that names of bound variables are chosen to be distinct from each other and from all free variables. See 4] for details of this \variable convention", standard de nitions of substitution and -and -reduction for both the typed and untyped -calculus, and other reduction notions such as -reduction.
Let > be the re exive, transitive closure of > . Note that, reduction preserves types.
Curry vs Church Notation: In the above de nition, we have adopted the \Curry View" of TLC, where types can be reconstructed for unadorned terms using the inference rules. We could have chosen the \Church View," where types and terms are de ned together and -bound variables are annotated with their type (i.e., we would have x: : E instead of x: E). In our encodings below we usually provide \Church style" type annotations to prove that the terms are indeed well-typed. To understand how list iteration works, think of L as a \do"-loop de ned in terms of a \loop body" c and a \seed value" n. The loop body is invoked once for every element in L, starting from the last and proceeding backwards to the rst. (By Church-Rosser and strong normalization, all 1 If we had written L as c: n: (c (: : : (c (c n E1) E2) : : :) Ek), we would have obtained a partially evaluated foldl operator. Both representations are equivalent in terms of expressive power, since we can go from one to the other by reversing the order of E1; E2; : : :; Ek and swapping the arguments of c. evaluation orders lead to the same results.) At every invocation, the loop body is provided with two arguments: the current element of the list and an \accumulator" containing the value returned by the previous invocation of the loop body (initially, the accumulator is set to n). From these data, the loop body produces a new value for the accumulator and the iteration continues with the previous element of L. Once all elements have been processed, the nal value of the accumulator is returned.
As To compute the parity of a list of Boolean values, we begin with an accumulator value of False and then loop over the elements in the list, setting at each stage the accumulator to the exclusive-or of its previous value and the current list element. Thus, the parity function can be written simply as:
If L is a list c: n: c E 1 (c E 2 : : :(c E k n) : : :), the term (Parity L) reduces to Xor E 1 (Xor E 2 : : :(Xor E k False) : : :); which indeed computes the parity of E 1 ; : : :; E k . Unlike circuit complexity, the size of the program computing parity is constant, because the iterative machinery is taken from the data, i.e., the list L. These two simple examples point already to a restriction imposed by the simply typed -calculus: its lack of polymorphism. There are two facets to this problem.
( 
Databases as -Terms
We compute on nite models. Inputs and outputs of a computation are nite models or databases, which are encoded according to De nition 2.1. To motivate the encoding conventions postulated there, let us illustrate step by step how to build relational data structures in TLC = .
Let D = fo 1 ; o 2 ; : : :g be the set of atomic constants, of type o, of the TLC = calculus. We assume that the same set of constants also serves as the universe over which all nite models are de ned. Queries are represented by TLC = terms with the property that, when applied to encodings of (the proper number of) input relations (of the proper arities), the combined term: (1) types, (2) reduces to an encoding of the desired output relation, and (3) produces the same output relation independent of the order in which tuples are listed in the input encodings. Our encodings of queries make sure that their output is duplicate-free, provided that the input is duplicate-free.
Let us state our encoding conventions precisely:
De nition 2. This de nition will be used in our embeddings of relational algebra and xpoint queries in the next two sections. We will generalize it for the complex object algebra so as to encode complex object databases (in Section 5) and modify it for minimizing the functionality order (in Section 6).
Let us comment on a few aspects of our de nition of query terms. For conditions (2) and (3), this fails, because encodings of relations cannot be characterized by their types (there are TLC = terms of type fo k g that are not encodings of relations, and di erent encodings of the same relation are indistinguishable at the type level). Genericity: Without condition (3), a query term would only de ne a mapping from encodings of relations to encodings of relations, not necessarily from relations to relations. It is possible to write -terms that satisfy conditions (1) and (2), but not (3) (cf. the First operator used in the implementation of projection in Section 3). This seems inherent in our framework, since thecalculus does not provide unordered sets as primitive objects. Note that, condition (3) and the fact that atomic constants are not distinguishable by the Eq-reduction rules, enforce genericity in the sense of 10]. To see this, consider a query term Q, input relations R 1 ; : : :; R l for Q, and a bijection of D that acts as the identity on the constants appearing in Q. Let R be the relation encoded by the normal form of (Q R 1 : : :R l ), (R i ) be the image of R i under the canonical extension of to structures over D, and (R i ) be the TLC = term that arises from R i by replacing every constant with its image under . Observe that (R i ) is an encoding of (R i ), so by condition (3), the output of Q on inputs (R 1 ); : : :; (R l ) is encoded by the normal form of (Q (R 1 ) : : : (R l )). Consider now a reduction sequence leading from (Q R 1 : : :R l ) to its normal form R. If we replace every constant occurring in this reduction sequence by its image under , we obtain a valid reduction sequence leading from (Q R 1 : : :R l ) (Q (R 1 ) : : : (R l )) to (R). (This is because di erent constants have di erent images under , so the outcome of any Eq-reductions is una ected by .)
It follows that the output of Q on inputs (R 1 ); : : :; (R l ) is given by (R), so Q represents a generic query.
Typing inputs and outputs: The de nition of a query term requires that for legal inputs the program type checks and produces a legal output in a generic way. In imposing these conditions, we are as exible as possible with the typings of legal inputs and outputs. In particular, we allow the types of inputs and outputs to di er. For example, the type assigned to an input R i in a particular query (Q R 1 : : :R l ) may be of the form fo k i g : = i ], where i is some type expression, whereas the type assigned to an output R may be of the form fo k g. This is di erent from the setting of 16, 42] , but necessary to express queries beyond relational algebra. We type k-ary relations as fo k g for inputs and outputs in Section 3 and for outputs in Section 4. We use the less restrictive typing fo k g : = ], where is some type expression, for inputs in Section 4. The typing of inputs and outputs for Section 5 is explained in detail in the description of the Powerset operator there.
When a query term Q expresses a database query q, we say that q can be embedded into TLC = .
This is purely a measure of expressive power. In practice, we also want e cient embeddings, in the sense that PTIME queries should be expressed by -terms that can be evaluated in polynomial time. However, computation in TLC = is a nondeterministic reduction process that does not immediately correspond to a machine model, so it is not obvious what is meant by \can be evaluated in polynomial time."
One desirable condition is that there exists a sequence of reduction steps that produces the normal form in a polynomial number of steps using intermediate terms of at most polynomial size. In this case, a nondeterministic Turing machine that \guesses" the right redexes to contract can compute the normal form in polynomial time, since each reduction step requires at most a polynomial number of moves. We adopt the following deterministic version of this (weaker) existential condition.
De nition 2.2 A reduction strategy is a mapping from non-normal-form -terms to occurrences of redexes in these terms. A reduction sequence is carried out according to if for each reduction step E > E 0 in the sequence, the redex contracted is the one given by (E). Given a -term Q and a family of -terms I = fI 1 ; I 2 ; : : :g such that (Q I j ) is well-typed for all j, is a PTIME reduction strategy for Q and I if:
1. The normal form of (Q I j ) can be computed in a number of reduction steps polynomial in the size of I j if the reductions are carried out according to . 2. All intermediate terms occurring during the reduction of (Q I j ) in (1) above are of size at most polynomial in the size of I j . 3. is computable, and the computation of (E) for all intermediate terms E occurring during the reduction of (Q I j ) can be carried out in time polynomial in the size of I j .
De nition 2.3 Let q be a PTIME database query mapping l relations of arities k 1 ; : : :; k l to a relation of arity k. A PTIME-embedding of q into TLC = is a pair (Q; ), where Q is a TLC = query term of arity (k 1 ; : : :; k l ; k) expressing q (see De nition 2.1) and is a PTIME reduction strategy for Q and the family of encodings of relations of arities k 1 ; : : :; k l (see De nition 2.2). PTIME-embeddings are interesting because they capture e cient functional (i.e., reduction) computations. For such embeddings, the time needed to evaluate a query by executing the reduction sequence on a sequential machine (such as a Turing Machine implementing TLC = reduction) is polynomial in the size of the inputs. The PTIME-embeddings we present in the following sections in fact all use very simple reduction strategies (except for a few cases, they use \eager" or \call-by-value" reduction, where a redex ( x: M)N is contracted only after N has been fully reduced), and their running time on a sequential machine typically matches that of a naive implementation of the corresponding queries in a procedural language.
Encoding Constants and Equality
As mentioned in the introduction, the presence of atomic constants and an equality predicate is not essential for the expressive power of TLC. We present here a simple way of encoding these \impure" features using \pure" TLC terms. For another way of coding up equality on nite domains see 35] .
Let A = fo 1 ; o 2 ; : : :; o N g be the set of constants occurring in a particular input. We call this nite set the active domain. Given A, we code the constant o i as the projection function The input is then encoded in the usual way, except that database constants are replaced by their corresponding projection functions. Since the encoding of Eq now depends on the size of the active domain, Eq has to be part of the input. So Eq has to be -bound at the outermost level of the query term.
With these modi cations, query terms described in the following sections express the same queries and can be evaluated with similar PTIME reduction strategies. They are typable in TLC as they are in TLC = with ! instead of o. Thus, the conditions of De nitions 2.1 and 2.3 are still satis ed (at the price of having the typings depend in a uniform fashion on the input size).
Coding Relational Algebra
We begin by demonstrating how the relational algebra operators of 14] can be represented in the simply typed -calculus with equality. This involves coding the following operators, where t; t 0 denote tuples and R; S relations, that is, sets of tuples (see 47] for more details):
Intersection, de ned by Intersection (R; S) = ft j t 2 R^t 2 Sg, where arity (R) = arity (S); Setminus, de ned by Setminus (R; S) = ft j t 2 R^t =Equal: As a rst example, we present a fairly simple term Equal k that tests two k-tuples f: f o i 1 : : :o i k and f: f o j 1 : : :o j k for equality. The result of the comparison is a Bool, i.e., the term u: v: u if the comparison comes out true and u: v: v otherwise. The code depends on the arity of the tuples involved, so we use the subscript k to indicate that this particular term works for k-tuples. We adopt the following reduction strategy for terms of the form (Equal k T T 0 ). We assume that the arguments T and T 0 are already fully reduced. If either T or T 0 is not an encoding f: f o i 1 : : :o i k of a tuple, no further reductions are performed (we will see that this never happens when we discuss the reduction strategies for the query terms that use Equal). Otherwise, T and T 0 are substituted into the body of the Equal k predicate and the leftmost redexes are resolved, leading to the substitution of constants for the variables x 1 ; : : :; x k and y 1 ; : : :; y k . Then, the Eq predicates are evaluated from left to right until the nal normal form|either u: v: u or u: v: v|is reached. Clearly, this is always the case after at most O (k) reduction steps total. Our reduction strategy for terms of the form (Member k T R) is as follows. We assume that T and R are already in normal form. If they are not the encoding of a tuple and a relation, respectively, no further reductions are performed (we will see that this never happens when we discuss the reduction strategies for the query terms that use Member). Otherwise, T and R are substituted into the body of the Member predicate and a copy of the \loop body" (Equal k T t 0 ) u p is evaluated once for every tuple in R, beginning with the last tuple and proceeding backwards to the rst. At each step, the current tuple of R is substituted for t 0 and the result of the previous iteration (initially v) is substituted for p. Since both arguments to Equal are now encodings of tuples, the reduction strategy for Equal described above applies and produces the result of the comparison in O (k) steps. This result, a Bool, is then applied to u and p in order to select the value to pass on to the next stage.
With this reduction strategy, the nal result can be determined in O (kjRj) reduction steps, where jRj is the cardinality of the relation encoded by R. The ;2i h1;2i;h3;4i])(c h1;2in)n; which further reduces to c: n: c h1;2in h1;2i].
The reduction strategy for terms of the form (Intersection R R 0 )|and, with the obvious modi cations, for the next two relational operators as well|is as follows. We assume that R and R 0 are already in normal form. Nothing is done if they are not encodings of relations. Otherwise, the normal forms are substituted into the body of the Intersection operator and the \loop body" (Member k t R 0 ) (c t p) p is evaluated once for each tuple in R, from last to rst, with the current tuple substituted for t and the result of the previous iteration (initially n) substituted for p. Since t and R 0 hold encodings of a tuple and a relation, respectively, at each stage, the reduction strategy for Member outlined above applies and produces the result of each stage in O (kjR 0 j) reduction steps. Hence, the nal result can be computed in O (kjRjjR 0 j) steps which merely concatenates R and R 0 . In the general case, however, we need the more complex Union operator to ensure a duplicate-free output.
Having dealt with the \set-oriented" operators, we now examine the \tuple-oriented" operators.
We need two auxiliary terms rst: The Concat k;l operator concatenates a k-tuple and an l-tuple to form a (k + l)-tuple, and the Rearrange k;i 1 ;:::;i l operator takes a k-tuple and returns an l-tuple consisting of columns i 1 ; : : :; i l of the input. These terms can be reduced in any fashion. h2ih4i)n))); which further reduces to h1;3i;h1;4i; h2;3i;h2;4i].
The reduction strategy for an expression (Times R R 0 ) follows the now familiar pattern. Assuming that the arguments are already fully reduced and are encodings of relations, they are substituted into the body of the operator and the \outer loop body" R 0 ( t 0 : p 0 : c (Concat k;l t t 0 ) p 0 ) p is evaluated once for each tuple in R, from last to rst, with t and p replaced by the current tuple and the result of the previous iteration, respectively. Evaluating the \outer loop body" just consists of evaluating the \inner loop body" c (Concat k;l t t 0 ) p 0 once for each tuple in R 0 , which eventually leads to an evaluation of (Concat k;l t t 0 ) once for every combination of tuples t 2 R and t 0 2 R 0 . It is easy to see that the entire procedure takes O ((k + l)jRjjR 0 j) reduction steps and uses O ((k + l)jRjjR 0 j) space for intermediate terms.
Selection: To select tuples from a k-ary relation R according to some condition, say column i = column j, it su ces to iterate over R and include those tuples in the output that satisfy the condition. This completes the coding of relational algebra. It is straightforward to verify that every term given above satis es the typability, well-formed output, and encoding independence conditions of De nition 2.1 and expresses the desired algebra operation. By nesting these terms, arbitrary relational algebra expressions can be coded. Moreover, when such a nested expression is applied to a set of (encoded) input relations and then reduced \from the inside out" according to the reduction strategies given above for the individual operators, the length of the reduction sequence and the size of intermediate terms are polynomial in the size of the inputs. (In fact, the length of the reduction sequence typically matches the running time of a naive implementation of the operator in question.) Therefore, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1 Any relational algebra query can be PTIME-embedded into TLC = in the sense of De nition 2.3.
Remark 3.2 We close this section with the observation that any expression consisting of the operators SimpleProject, SimpleUnion, and Times does not involve the Eq constant. This observation will be useful in the next section, when trying to construct the active domain of a database.
Coding Fixpoint Queries
With the machinery of the previous section at our disposal, we can now code arbitrary relational queries as TLC = -terms. The next step is to nd a way of iterating such queries in order to compute xpoints. It su ces to perform a polynomial number of iterations using in ationary semantics to capture all PTIME-computable queries 27, 48].
Iterating Relational Queries
Intuitively, the solution is very simple|we build a su ciently long list from a Cartesian product of the input relations and then use that list as an iterator to repeat a relational query polynomially many times. The only di culty lies in getting the types straight, so that the input can serve both as \data" for a relational algebra query and as a \crank" for iterating that same query.
Here are the details. Let (r; r 1 ; : : :; r l ) be a relational algebra expression over relational variables r; r 1 ; : : :; r l of arities k; k 1 ; : : :; k l such that the result of is again of arity k. We wish to compute the in ationary xpoint of with respect to r, i.e., where is the mapping r 7 ! r (r; r 1 ; : : :; r l ) and n is the size of the active domain. This can be done as follows.
Let Q be the TLC = encoding of the expression r (r; r 1 ; : : :; r l ), with variables r; r 1 ; : : :; r l occurring free in Q. Let With this \type-laundering" machinery at our hands, we can solve the typing problem for xpoint queries. We modify our original encoding It is straightforward, though tedious, to verify that this is indeed a well-typed term. There is only one subtle point. In Crank we never use Eq (by Remark 3.2), so we never have to assign a
Since (Copy k i ;k R i ) and R i encode the same relation, the semantics of Fix are unchanged by this modi cation. The space and time complexity of the evaluation are also unchanged, because it su ces to evaluate the expressions (Copy k i ;k R i ) only once.
We now have the machinery in place to compute in ationary xpoints of relational algebra queries. By Immerman's and Vardi's characterization of the PTIME queries 27, 48], this gives us the ability the express arbitrary PTIME queries, provided we can encode an ordering relation on the active domain of the input. Without loss of generality, we take the more complex operators to illustrate their reductions and to shorten the total number of iterations of Crank in the example.
Assume that E encodes the relation h1;2i;h2;3i;h3;4i] and we want to evaluate (TC E). According to the reduction strategy for xpoint queries, we rst have to evaluate the expressions Crank and (Copy 2;2 E). For the latter, we have (omitting some intermediate steps)
(Copy 2;2 E) > c: n: c: n: c h1;2i(c h2;3i(c h3;4i(c h1;3i(c h1;4i(c h2;4in))))) 5 ? 1 6 unchanged Thus, the nal normal form of the query is h1;2i;h2;3i; h3;4i;h1;3i;h1;4i;h2;4i], which is indeed the transitive closure of h1;2i;h2;3i;h3;4i].
The Complex Object Algebra
We conclude our tour of relational query languages with an encoding of Abiteboul's and Beeri's complex object algebra 1]. This takes us from manipulating \ at" relations to more complicated data structures, namely arbitrary nite trees built from tuple and set constructors. The algebra under consideration is extremely powerful|in fact it expresses any generic elementary time computation on nite structures. Interestingly, no xpoint or looping construct is needed; the expressive power stems from the ability to create larger and larger sets using the Powerset operator.
Complex Object Algebra De nition
Let us rst describe the salient features of the complex object model and its operator algebra. The presentation here is taken with slight modi cations from 2].
Complex Object Databases
We assume the existence of the following countably in nite and pairwise disjoint sets of atomic elements: relation names fR 1 De nition 5.3 Let C be a nite set of constants. A mapping f from instances to instances is Cgeneric if for each permutation of the constants which is the identity on C and each instance I, f ( (I)) = (f (I)). A computable query q is a mapping from instances over a schema (R;S) to instances over a schema (R 0 ; S 0 ) which is (1) a partial recursive function and (2) C q -generic, where C q is the set of constants occurring in (the selection predicates of) q. We use the term sort of a query for the sort of its output.
The Algebraic Operators
We next de ne a many sorted algebra for complex objects. Let (R; S) be a schema. De This algebra we call ALG. For the algebra without powerset operation we use ALG ? .
The Expressive Power of ALG and ALG ?
A query is an elementary query if it is a computable query and has elementary-recursive data complexity 2 with respect to the database size. It turns out that a query is in ALG/CALC i it is an elementary query (we refer to 26, 31] We begin by extending our embedding of relational algebra to deal with complex objects and to express the Tup, Tupcomb, Set, and Setcomb operators. The Powerset operator comes with its own share of di culties and its treatment is postponed to the next section.
In the discussion below, we assume for simplicity that the domain over which all complex objects are de ned is the set D = fo 1 ; o 2 ; : : :g of TLC = constants. Furthermore, we regard the components of a tuple as ordered and rely on their relative position instead of attribute names for identi cation. We encode complex objects in the natural way, using TLC = constants at the bottom level and then combining them into tuples and lists. Relations in the complex object model are just sets of objects of a common sort, and they are encoded as a TLC = list of the encodings of their elements.
More precisely, we have the following encoding convention:
De nition 5. Note that the type of X corresponds to the sort of X: The encoding of an atomic element has type o, the encoding of an object of sort h 1 ; : : :; k i has type 0 1 0 k ( 0 1 ! ! 0 k ! ) ! , where 0 i is the type corresponding to sort i , and the encoding of an object of sort f g has type f 0 g ( 0 ! ! ) ! ! . Because of this tight correspondence, we often simply speak of the \type" of a complex object if the distinction between its sort and the type of its encoding does not matter.
Most of the relational algebra operators described in Section 3 work with little or no change in the complex object setting. However, the Equal operator becomes more complicated, because it has to implement a \deep" comparison that traverses the structure of two complex objects and checks equality at each level. Because set equality involves subset testing, which in turn is de ned in terms of the membership predicate, we have to de ne the Equal, Subset, and Member predicates simultaneously, using structural induction over the argument types. Thus, for each complex object type , we de ne below three terms Equal , Member , and Subset f g that encode the corresponding predicate for objects of that type, using the already de ned encodings for objects of less complex type. The reduction strategies for these operators are as follows. We assume that the arguments are already in normal form and are encodings of complex objects of the required type. First, the arguments are substituted into the operator body. Then, for a term (Equal f g S S 0 ), reduction proceeds by reducing the two Subset terms to either True or False according to the rules below and then picking either u or v as appropriate. For a term (Equal 1 k T T 0 ), reduction of the body proceeds by instantiating x 1 ; : : :; x k and y 1 ; : : :; y k and reducing the Equal i tests in sequence until the normal form is produced. For terms (Member X S), reduction of the body involves a loop over the elements of S in reverse sequence, evaluating the Equal predicate at each step and passing either u or the result of the previous iteration on to the next stage. The strategy for terms (Subset f g S S 0 ) is analogous. A straightforward induction shows that for each operator, the reduction sequence length and intermediate term size are bounded by the product of the argument sizes.
The main change required to make the relational operators of Section 3 work for complex objects is to use the new version of Equal and Member. Also, there will now typically be one operator for each complex object sort instead of each relation arity. For example, the code for Intersection becomes: The code for Union and Setminus is similar, and the reduction strategies for these operators are the same as in Section 3.
The Select operator has to cater to a larger set of selection conditions than in relational algebra, but its basic structure remains unchanged:
Select f As long as the arguments are reduced to fully instantiated encodings of complex objects rst, any reduction strategy will work in polynomial time and space for these terms. The Setcomb operator, which \ attens" a set of sets by computing the union of all its members, is slightly more involved because it has to deal with duplicate elimination. The technique is basically the same as in the Project operator, involving a predicate (First X S 0 S) that evaluates to True i X 2 S 0 2 S and S 0 is the rst element of S that contains X. Using this predicate, (Setcomb S) can be computed duplicate-free by looping over all elements S 0 2 S and for each S 0 , including only those X 2 S 0 in the output for which (First X S 0 S) evaluates to True. That is exactly what the following term does. The reduction strategy for an expression (Setcomb S) operator is as follows. We assume that S is in normal form and is an encoding of a complex object of sort set of sets. S is substituted into the body of the operator and the \outer loop First predicate is essentially the same, except that the evaluation of the \inner loop body" involves reducing two Equal terms, which is done according to the reduction strategies speci ed for Equal.
It is easy to see that the entire procedure uses time and space polynomial in the size of R.
This completes the coding of ALG ? . It is straightforward to verify that every term given above satis es the typability, well-formed output, and encoding independence conditions of De nition 2.1 and expresses the desired algebra operation. By nesting these terms, arbitrary ALG ? expressions can be coded. Moreover, when such a nested expression is applied to a set of (encoded) input objects and then reduced \from the inside out" according to the reduction strategies given above for the individual operators, the length of the reduction sequence and the size of intermediate terms are polynomial in the size of the inputs. Therefore, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 5.8 Any ALG ? query can be PTIME-embedded into TLC = in the sense of De nition 2.3.
Coding Powerset
The one remaining operator, Powerset, accounts for the great expressiveness of the algebra, but poses a variety of di cult typing problems. Writing a -term that computes powersets is not too hard|essentially a generalization of the well-known term for exponentiating Church numerals. However, getting the types straight, so that the Powerset operator can be used in conjunction with the other algebra operators, is somewhat tricky.
Let us rst look at a simple version of Powerset that is not concerned with types. Its operation is guided by the inductive de nition of the powerset P (S) of a set S: P (;) = f;g P (fx 1 ; : : :; x n g) = P (fx 1 ; : : :; x n?1 g) ffx n g s j s 2 P (fx 1 ; : : :; x n?1 g)g Thus, to compute the powerset of a set S (represented in TLC = as an iterator), we start out with the list Nil] c: n: c ( c 0 : n 0 : n 0 ) n containing just the empty list, and then perform an iteration over the elements of S, computing at each step the union of the list P produced so far and the list P 0 derived from P by prepending the current element of S to every element of P: SimplePowerset is well-typed and computes the powerset function. However, it is not good enough for use with the other algebra operators, because it introduces an \inhomogeneity" in either input or output types. When encoding a relational expression (S) where S is the argument of a powerset operation, S is used as an iterator, and its type must then be modi ed (by type substitution) to re ect the type of the output powerset. As a consequence, S may become typeincompatible with relational operators, such as Equal and Member, which inductively recurse on the structure of complex objects. We now discuss this anomaly in further detail.
In a type such as f g ( ! ! ) ! ! , where corresponds to a non-atomic complex object sort, there may be many free occurrences of the type variable in , each occurrence introduced by one of the various tuple and set constructors used in constructing . In principle, occurrences of belonging to di erent constructors could correspond to di erent types; in fact, the most general typing of an encoding of a complex object would use a di erent free type variable for each constructor. However, structure-traversing operators such as Equal or Member force all these occurrences to correspond to the same type; for example, equality of sets iterates equality tests over elements of the set, equality of tuples iterates equality over tuple components, and so on. An expression (Equal f g S S 0 ) can be typed with any type substituted for , as long as the substitution is carried out for all occurrences of . Unfortunately, the SimplePowerset operator forces the type of its input to be ( ! ff gg ! ff gg) ! ff gg ! ff gg, i.e., f g with ff gg substituted for the topmost occurrences of only; since SimplePowerset never needs to examine the structure of the elements of the input set|an instance of parametric polymorphism|it need not mutate the type of the elements, as appearing in the input type or the output type. Therefore, once a set S is used as input to SimplePowerset f g , it cannot be used as input to any operator involving Equal or Member.
We could resolve this problem by assigning the \homogeneous" type f g : = ff gg]|read \f g with all occurrences of replaced by ff gg"|to the input of SimplePowerset, but then the type of its output would become ff : = ff gg]gg, i.e., ff gg with ff gg substituted for all but the topmost occurrences of , and now the output would be unsuitable for further use with Equal or Member. In summary, SimplePowerset spoils either its input or output|it cannot be freely combined with the other algebra operators.
A Type-Homogeneous Powerset
To restore homogeneity to the types, we construct a Powerset operator of type f g : = ff gg] ! ff gg, where the type of the input is f g with all occurrences of replaced by ff gg and the type of the output is ff gg with no substitutions for . The technology used to e ect this solution is an extension of the \type-laundering" technique introduced in Section 4. It is unavoidable to \raise" the type of the input to Powerset in order to exponentiate the input size, but we can at least try to keep both input and output types homogeneous, so that they are usable with other operators. The following variant of SimplePowerset achieves this homogeneity: where Prepend is de ned as above.
The only modi cation from SimplePowerset is the use of (Copy ;ff gg x) instead of x as an argument to Prepend. The Copy ;ff gg operator, de ned below, computes the identity function on complex objects of sort , such that its input has type : = ff gg], whereas its output has type just . The use of (Copy ;ff gg x) instead of x does not change the semantics of the Powerset operator, while assuring that the output has the \clean" type ff gg instead of ff : = ff g]ggg.
As in Section 4, we construct Copy ;ff gg by taking a straightforward \deep copy" operator SimpleCopy of type ! and inserting suitable dummy abstractions and applications to change all subexpressions of type to expressions of type ff gg. We rst de ne SimpleCopy by structural induction over . It is straightforward to verify that this operator computes the identity on complex objects. If we now want to \raise" the input type by substituting ff gg for , we have to prepend dummy -abstractions to the value computed at each level of the copy operation and to get rid of them again at the next higher level by supplying dummy arguments. Thus, the correct Copy operator looks like this: An induction on the structure of encodings of complex objects shows that the above terms are well-typed and that they compute the identity function on encodings of complex objects of sort , such that the input encoding can be typed as : = ff gg] and the output encoding can be typed as . It follows that the Powerset f g operator given above can be typed as shown and that it indeed computes the powerset function on encodings of complex objects of sort f g.
Powersets, Sharing, and Type Compatibility
There is, however, a further technical issue requiring attention: when a relational expression involving Powerset is shared in a larger computation, the respective contexts in which the expression occurs may introduce con icting type constraints. While the input and output types of Powerset are now \homogeneous" in the sense that all occurrences of correspond to the same type, an expression (Powerset f g S) still forces the substitution : = ff gg on the type of S. This substitution constrains the type of objects that S can output when S is used as an iterator in another Powerset operator, for example (Powerset f g (Times S S)).
Other combinations of S with the output of (Powerset f g S) become equally problematic. For example, the expression (Equal (Set S) (Powerset f g S)) would not type because (Powerset f g S) has type ff gg, whereas (Set S) would be typed as ff gg : = ff gg] due to the \contaminated" type of S. To resolve this problem, we can insert a \type-laundering" operator whenever a con ict occurs. For example, the expression (Equal (Set S) (Powerset f g S)) can be typed if it is rewritten as (Equal (Set (Copy f g;ff gg S) (Powerset f g S)).
To make this \type-laundering" process precise, let us x an expression (r 1 ; : : :; r k ) in the complex object algebra, and consider its compilation into a TLC = term. We may think of as a circuit, where the relational variables r j are inputs, and the algebra operators are gates. Observe that the only shared subexpressions are the inputs. Since the circuit is acyclic, we can topologically enumerate the inputs and gates, such that each gate is given an index greater than those of its inputs. For simplicity, we further stipulate that the input relations are given minimal indices; let j be the index of r j , 1 j k. Assume that there are n internal gates and inputs, labeled 1; 2; : : :; n, and among these m Powerset gates, with indices k < 1 < < m n. Proof: We construct a TLC = term E from the circuit in a syntax-directed manner, via an inductive construction on the number of layers.
The inductive construction has two cases for the basis r = 1. If no Powerset gate appears in the circuit, the construction is immediate and trivial. If one Powerset gate appears, it must be the gate generating the output of the circuit, and of sort ff 1 gg. We construct the TLC = term E identical to the circuit, where each wire of sort in the circuit except the output wire is realized by a subterm with type : = ff 1 gg] (via type substitution), and the entire term has type ff 1 gg.
Preserving the invariant, the input relation r j of sort j appears in E as a free variable of type j : = ff 1 gg] if there is a Powerset gate, and simply of type j otherwise.
When there is more than one layer in the circuit, we divide it into the \top" part comprising layers`r;`r ?1 ; : : :;`2, and the \bottom" part consisting of layer`1. By induction, the top part is realized by a TLC = term E 0 , where for each input wire w to the top part (i.e., to`2) having sort w , the term E 0 has a corresponding free variable x w of type w : = ff 2 Example 5.10 Suppose we want to use this compilation process to translate the complex object algebra expression (Set S) \ (Powerset S), where S is of sort f g, into TLC = . Let use enumerate the operators in this expression topologically as: S, Set, Powerset, \. The corresponding circuit has two layers, separated by a Powerset gate: the top layer contains an intersection gate and the bottom layer contains an input node S and a Set gate. The inputs to the top layer are the output of the Powerset gate and a wire from the Set gate.
We realize the top layer by the term (Intersection ff gg x 1 x 2 ) and its inputs by the terms T 1 (Set f g S) and T 2 (Powerset f g S), where S is typed as f g : = ff gg]. Term T 1 is of type ff gg : = ff gg] and term T 2 is of type ff gg. When forming the combined expression according to the rules above, T 2 is substituted directly for x 2 and a copy of T 1 is substituted for x 1 . Thus, the TLC = representation of the circuit becomes (Intersection ff gg (Copy ff gg;ff gg (Set f g S)) (Powerset f g S)):
Note that a di erent, but functionally equivalent, term is generated from the topological ordering S, Powerset, Set, \.
Removing Polymorphic Equality
The procedure given above produces a typable embedding of any complex object algebra expression into TLC = , but it has a minor aesthetic defect: it requires a polymorphic typing of the Eq predicate. It is known that in a -reduction sequence, -reductions can always be pushed to the end 4, Theorem 15.1.6]. This remains true even if Eq-reductions are added, because Eq-and -reductions commute for well-typed terms. Thus, the normal form of a query using Eq l instead of Eq -reduces to the normal form of the original query. However, the output of a query is always the encoding R of a complex object having an \uncontaminated" type, and it is easy to see that there is no welltyped term other than R that -reduces to R. Thus, it follows that the normal form of a query using Eq l instead of Eq and the normal form of the original query are identical. In summary, we have shown:
Theorem 5.11 Any ALG query q can be embedded into TLC = . If the Powerset operator is not used in q, the embedding is PTIME in the sense of De nition 2.3.
6 Embeddings in Low-Order Fragments of TLC =
In this section, we modify the simulation of xpoint queries in Section 4 to minimize the functionality order of query terms. We rst revise our input-output conventions and we then revisit our embeddings of relational algebra and PTIME queries.
Minimizing the input/output order: In the encoding scheme used so far, a k-ary relation is Although these encodings are quite natural, they are somewhat wasteful with respect to the order of their types. A -term of order 4 is already su ciently powerful to exponentiate a Church numeral, so the use of an order 8 term to compute a polynomial xpoint seems unnecessary. Indeed, by changing the input-output conventions slightly, we can do much better.
The revised encoding scheme does away with independent representations for tuples and lists.
The only data structure is the relation, which is encoded as follows. Let D = fo 1 ; o 2 ; : : :g be the set of constants. For convenience, we assume that this set of constants also serves as the universe over which relations are de ned. We replace De nition 2.1 with the following:
De nition 6. Proof: The encodings of the relational operators can be adopted to our new input-output convention in a straightforward fashion. The same also applies for the reduction strategies from Section 3.
The basic idea is that whenever an operator was passed a k-tuple as an argument, it is now passed the k individual components of the tuple instead. The revised encodings are as follows: Proof: We proceed by modifying the proof of Section 4 in view of our PTIME-embedding of relational algebra in TLC = or order 3. It is easy to see that this term is indeed well-typed and that its type is of order 4. It follows that every in ationary xpoint query can be encoded in TLC = of order 4. Observe that the Precedes operator of Section 4.2 works without change in our current setting. Thus, Theorem 6.3 follows from the Immerman-Vardi characterization of QPTIME.
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Remark 6.4 Note that Theorem 6.3 does not make any claims about the number of reduction steps needed to normalize the query expression. In fact, it is not obvious at all that a xpoint query in this new encoding scheme can be evaluated in PTIME. This is due to the fact that for any iterator R representing a relation, the term (ListToChar R) reduces to a normal form whose size is exponential in the size of R! Thus, a polynomial evaluation strategy must somehow recognize such terms and use special data structures to store their normal forms e ciently. This program is carried out in 23, 24] , where it is shown that for computations over nite structures, TLC = of order 4 expresses only PTIME computations. Thus, over nite structures, TLC = of order 4 captures exactly PTIME.
Finally, we observe that by eliminating constants and equality using the technique of Section 2.4, we obtain an embedding of PTIME in the TLC of order 5: Theorem 6.5 Let ( R ) be any xpoint query mapping relational variables r 1 ; : : :; r l of arities k 1 ; : : :; k l to a relation of arity k. Then there exists a TLC term Q such that whenever R 1 ; : : :; R l are relations of arities k 1 ; : : :; k l , the expression (Q Eq R 1 : : :R l ) can be typed in the order-5 fragment of TLC and it reduces to ( R ) (R 1 ; : : :; R l ). Here, R denotes the encoding of relation R in the format described above, except that TLC = constants are replaced by the appropriate projection functions, and Eq is a domain-speci c encoding of the equality predicate as described in Section 2.4.
Proof: By Theorem 6.3, there exists a TLC = query term Fix of order 4 encoding the query ( R ). Let Q be the TLC-term Eq: o ! o ! ! ! : Fix . Let R 1 ; : : :; R l be encodings of relations of arities k 1 ; : : :; k l using projection functions instead of constants, and let Eq be an encoding of Eq appropriate for these projection functions, as described in Section 2.4. The types assigned to Eq and R 1 ; : : :; R l in the TLC expression (Q Eq R 1 : : :R l ) are exactly the same as the types assigned to Eq and R 1 ; : : :; R l in the TLC = expression (Fix R 1 : : :R l ), except that the type constant o is replaced by an order-1 type ! ! ! , where the number of 's depends on the size of the domain. According to the description of xpoint queries above, the types assigned to R 1 ; : : :; R l are order-3 types of the form (o ! ! o ! k ! k ) ! k ! k , where k is the order-1 type o ! ! o ! Bool. Substituting ! for o in this type increases the order by 1, so the occurrences of R 1 ; : : :; R l in (Q Eq R 1 : : :R l ) are assigned order-4 types. The type of Eq is ! ! ! ! Bool, which is of order 2. It follows that the occurrence of Q in (Q Eq R 1 : : :R l ), and therefore the entire expression, can be typed using order at most 5.
Remark 6.6 It is easy to see that the same technique can be applied to query terms in order k TLC = for arbitrary k 3, leading to re-encodings of such query terms in the \pure" TLC of order k + 1.
Conclusions and Open Problems
The embeddings of database query languages in the typed -calculus that we present here are interesting for a number of reasons:
(1) Our analysis indicates that certain complexity classes can be expressed using fragments of TLC or TLC = . Can these fragments, under the appropriate input-output conventions, be used to characterize complexity classes exactly? There has been some recent progress on this question. There are a number of functional characterizations of PTIME, e.g., 5, 13, 18, 19, 33] . Another such functional characterization, based on appropriate input-output conventions and order 4 TLC = is presented in 23, 24] . Analogous results for PSPACE/EXPTIME and order 5/order 6 TLC = are in 23]. These characterizations are proven by an analysis of reduction strategies augmented with data structures. Note that increased order leads to more expressive power as in 26, 29, 31] . Low orders are particularly interesting because of the few primitives in TLC or TLC = , as opposed to the languages analyzed in 26, 29, 31] .
(2) Not all database query languages can be embedded in the typed -calculus. Clearly, any computation that is not elementary is not captured by our framework. What should be added to the typed -calculus to capture exactly the more powerful database query languages such as the computable queries of 9]? (3) The use of reduction strategies in PTIME-embeddings provides a link between complexity theory, nite model theory, and the typed -calculus. It motivates the further study of reduction strategies in this setting (see 4] for a summary). One interesting problem is the behavior of optimal reduction strategies 34] in our setting|do they yield the same resource bounds as our ad-hoc strategies? (4) Our PTIME-embeddings identify \pure" functional database query languages without added constructs or added polymorphism. For example, the typed -calculus with equality is the simplest syntax to date, that can be used to describe the complex object algebra of 1]. In our embeddings we use lists of tuples and simulate sets by eliminating duplicates. In 1, 6, 7, 28] sets are used as basic constructs, and set iteration is used instead of list iteration. What are the properties of the -calculus augmented with set iteration? This is central in the study of database \collection types." (5) Finally, our embeddings indicate that, at least in the database setting, the case for extensions to TLC should be made on the basis of exibility and not expressibility. Since the only reasonable queries are the PTIME ones and these are PTIME-embeddable into TLC, it has su cient expressive power. To make the case for richer type systems, one should examine what algorithms (as opposed to functions) can be described with richer types, but cannot be described in TLC.
